Evil from the heavens
About channeling deceit and fake gods.
Various entities contact us through channelings and the like. Can we take them seriously? There
will be no doubt, that most channelings are more chaff than wheat, since it seems to be very easy
for entities with no noble intentions to abuse such channels. I will here discuss some examples that
keep popping up repeatedly.
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Ashtar Sheran
Who is this guy? He since 1952 comes through in many channelings and claims to be the commander of a very large fleet of big spaceships of the “Galactic Federation.” The so-called “Ashtar
Command” claims to be here to save the population of the Earth from a coming catastrophe,
evacuate humans and bring them away from our planet when life becomes too difficult here. To
where? Another planet? Well, this is a delicate question…
Let us first look at his name. Some websites claim that it would mean “the brightest sun” in Sanskrit…
Well, this is pure nonsense! The Sun has many names in Sanskrit: ravi, sūrya, āditya, bhānu, savitṛ,
arka, bhaskara, dinakara, divākara, mārtaṇḍa, marīcin, vivasvat, mitra, svaga, pūṣan, bhāsvat 1. I find
no name that would fit with Ashtar or Sheran. “Bright” also ha many words for it, but again no fit.
“Ashtar” could, if it were a Sanskrit word, be spelt Aśtar, Aśṭar, Aśthar or Aśṭhar, but not even a
similar word is found in a voluminous Sanskrit dictionary 2. The Sanskrit alphabet has two different
letters that are commonly transliterated with “sh”, but in scientific transliteration are written ś and ṣ,
resp. Alternatively, the name could then also be spelt Aṣtar, Aṣṭar Aṣthar or Aṣṭhar, and here we
come just a little bit closer, since aṣṭa means “eight”, but that is as far as we can get. Nothing is
found that fits if an r is added. In any case, it has nothing at all to do with “sun” or “bright”. So
what if the initial a is a long vowel: Āśtar etc.? Here, only one word comes close: āṣṭra means
“ether”, “sky”, “atmosphere”, but also “goad”. It, however, does not mean “sun” or “star” (even
though etymologically it is obviously related to the Latin word astrum).
So what about Sheran? Śerabha is the name of a serpent and I find no other fitting word beginning
with śe and none at all beginning with ṣe.
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Thus, there is no Sanskrit at all in the name, written that way. However, if we write it backwards as
Naresh Ratsha, it all of a sudden becomes pure Sanskrit! But not what we would expect. Nāra means
“man”, “human” and īśa means “ruler”, “master”, “lord”. If we join these two words to nāra-īśa, a
rule called sandhi in the Sanskrit grammar changes aī to e: nāreśa. In Hindi, which language is derived from Sanskrit, the last a is not pronounced, even though it is inherent in the writing: “nāreś”. In
many Sanskrit words that end with a short a, this letter is to day, for this reason, not pronounced.
And Ratsha? There is no word in the dictionary that is spelt exactly that way, but the word rāja
(which with an English j sound – as it is in Sanskrit – becomes “azhdar” when reversed) comes
close in pronunciation, and it means “king”. Ratsha could be seen as a colloquial spelling in a western language. (In Hindi, rāja is commonly pronounced “rāj”.)
So what have we here? Nāreś(a) rāja = “king and lord of men”: ÈÞÐçÖ ÐÞ¼. Someone, who regards
himself as fit to rule us and be our master… Nāreś(a) could, however, also mean “half man, half god”,
i.e. a demigod. It is interesting that some ancient mythologies mention persons that were claimed to be
partly a god and partly a man, such as Gilgamesh, who was 1/3 man and 2/3 god. One may question
what is to be understood as “god” here. It could simply refer to “extraterrestrial”, from the Earthhuman view. This makes us think of the Nephilim – offspring of the “sons of god” an “daughters of
man” (Gen 6:4). Is Ashtar one of them?
The name has also been claimed to mean “creator”, which again has no relation whatsoever to Sanskrit. Another allegation is “shepherd”, which in Sanskrit is avipāla or meṣapāla. Still another is
“Most High Commander”, which again lacks a relation to Sanskrit – unless taken as a strongly
paraphrased interpretation of the name written backwards (see above). Some want to relate it to the
goddess Astarte (the Greek name of Ishtar) – but Asthar Sheran is supposed to be male… – and others to Astaroth, who is a demon and the “crowned prince of hell”. Cf. “Attar”. Some claim that
there is a close relationship between Ashtar Sheran and the archangel Michael, either that they are
one and the same, or that Ashtar is an incarnation of the archangel. Well, I wonder what else will be
alleged to make people believe in him…
Billy Meier – who I am very skeptical about (cf. this video)– has some nevertheless rather interesting things to say about Ashtar Sheran.
Chris Thomas is a psychic, a healer and an author, but I suggest to listen to him with caution, trying
to separate the chaff from the wheat. Yet he tells many interesting things that make sense and explain much. Therefore, I wish to quote what he says about Ashtar Sheran from the video Nr. 2 of an
interview with him (from 01:00 on): the Ashtar Command is said to have thousands of cloaked
ships in the solar system ready to lift people off from the Earth … but they will rather “be dumped
into space because there isn’t another planet that we could live on.” So why, then evacuate people
from the Earth? It will be a part of an Anunnaki plan to occupy our planet and take power over us.
For that purpose, they want to reduce our population to a level they can handle and control much
easier, and that would be some 20-30% of the present population (or maybe even less). The major
part should disappear in whatever way. Dumping people into space would serve their purpose, but
also taking people to slave camps, for example in moon bases or on Mars.
As concerns “being ‘saved’ out into space” by UFOs, see Matt 24:28: “For wheresoever the carcass
is, there will the eagles be gathered together.” Does here “eagle” refer to flying objects? And the
“carcass” to an evil entity? Several years ago, Ashtar Sheran was reported to have said in a channeling that a huge spaceship from his fleet would appear at a certain location in the USA and at a certain date, to be seen by everyone. No one saw anything and the flop was swept under the carpet.
Evacuation into space?
How logical is that idea? If such a project would be meaningful, a few billions of people would
have to be evacuated in a rather short time period. Is that realistic? Even if UFOs would land and
take off every hour all over the Earth, where would they be taken and how could they be accommodated on the way? The journey could not be a short one. If taken to another solar system, it could
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take years and if taken to Mars, it could take weeks – with alien technologies. Mars is quite a desert,
as far as we know, and how could billions of Earth humans live there? The idea seems illusory…
and believing in it seems naïve…
And why be “saved” physically from this Earth? Our souls are immortal and only our threedimensional bodies could (as we call it) “die”…
If transferred into other dimensions of our multidimensional universe, how could our threedimensional bodies cope with that? It would rather have to be a transition for our souls, as it actually does happen after the body dies… and that is just what would really be the case if the bodies
were dumped into space! That would, however, be a short ride…
Furthermore, if masses of people would be physically evacuated to some other planet, what would
life be like there? They would bring all the criminal energies with them that are in the genes of
mankind! With that, any new place for them would rather be a hell than anything else. Continuous
conflicts, violence, murder, betrayal, lies, selfishness… unless zombified under complete dictatorial mind control!
Dumping bodies into space would be an “elegant” solution to a problem these wannabe occupants
would have. How would they deal with a planet full of cadavers after a “quick solution” on the
Earth? In space, these could – e.g. – be catapulted towards the sun for a mass cremation…
A warning
Here is a really important WARNING about Ashtar & Co.: THE ASHTAR COMMAND by Elizabeth Joyce. See also Implants and manipulation below.
Sananda
Ashtar Sheran figures in many of these channelings along with another entity called (Lord) Sananda
(sometimes also Sananda Kumar – kumāra means “young man” in Sanskrit). About him, Chris Thomas says (from 57:30 on in the video mentioned above): “if he is an ascended consciousness …
why would he have an ego that requires the title ‘lord’…?”
This Sananda claims to be the “ascended Jesus”, which to me smells highly strange. And what does
he have in common with Ashtar Sheran? This makes him even more suspicious for my feelings. His
“galactic” name is said to mean “the ascended one”, but not in Sanskrit, where sānanda simply
means “joyful”, “glad”, “delighted”: ØÞÈKÆ.
The whole concept of Ascended Masters that one meets frequently in the Theosophy of Blavatsky
makes me wonder: ascended to where? To the astral plane? And not to the Christ realm? Maybe to
quite somewhere else than where we as souls want to go after we die? The theosophical organization Lucis Trust was originally called “Lucifer Trust”…
This Sananda has in channelings to several female mediums told the woman that she would be the
reincarnation of Mary Magdalene. But even if Mary Magdalene is reincarnated to day, which is certainly possible, she could not be incarnated at the same time in a couple of women that channel Sananda, but at most in only one of them (and even that would certainly be hard to believe).
One of quite a few “reincarnated Mary Magdalenes” is a German woman, who frequently channeled both Ashtar Sheran and Sananda, and the latter made her believe to be a reincarnation of
Jesus’ partner. In these channelings, it was alleged that Ashtar Sheran would be the commander of
no less than – unbelievably – 10 Million space ships… She in one book predicted extensive natural catastrophes on the Earth for 2008, in which only about a third of the world population would
survive. And nothing of the sort happened… After that flop, she rewrote her webpage completely,
and to day that webpage is no more.
Occasionally “Maria Magdalene” allegedly also comes through herself in channelings and then usually calls herself “Lady Nada”. Not very convincing…
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Hatonn
Another member of the Ashtar Command that channels through various persons is Hatonn: “God
Aton created a fragment of Himself called, ‘Hatonn’ a 9-foot tall being who oversees intergalactic
affairs throughout this Universe.” Well, he – again – talks bout evacuation of the Earth population
because “We are at the end of this civilization.“ He talks in remarkably positive tones about Obama,
as do Ashtar Sheran and Sananda. Well, that may be so – in their view… – since Obama is obviously doing his best to destroy America and then the rest of us. That fits to the depopulation plans
and his plan to eradicate Christianity. This certainly does not make these space figures appear more
positive and it will not help to hide their reptilian tails any better…
There will be lots of souls, who after leaving the body will with deep disappointment have to realize
that they were victims of “spiritual” impostors – be it physically embodied ones or spirits, three- or
multidimensional ones, earthlings or extraterrestrials, gurus, preachers, sect leaders or fundamentalists. Why do these impostors do that? One reason is that they can gather life energy (and money!)
from devotees and feed on it. Another is that they consciously or unconsciously serve plans of deception. Still another that they are unconsciously manipulated by negative entities.
Kryon
I have come across a figure which makes something revolt inside me. It (apparently neither male
nor female) calls itself Kryon and channels quite a lot through various mediums, also together with
Ashtar Sheran and Sananda. Here, one is again playing with Sanskrit, at least in part in a dilettantish
and wrong manner. For example, greeting with “Omar ta satt.” Omar is not Sanskrit, but an Arabic
name, and the real Sanskrit formula is “Oṃ (or auṃ) tat sat” = “Oṃ, that is truth.” And who is then
the “true Omar” supposed to be...? Oṃ is the primal sound and the unmanifest God (Brahman),
sometimes also explained as the trinity (trimūrti) of Brahmā (the manifest Brahman), Viṣṇu and Ṥiva.
One may associate this with “In the beginning was the word” in the Bible (John 1:1), because that
“word” would in a Hindu view be oṃ.
I have here purposefully (and as reference for the reader) set two links that are highly doubtful for
me... they are examples of channeling sites for which, in my feeling, I would rather like to warn. It
is incredible what stuff is told in this way that one wants to deceive people with (as I feel about it) and with what one wants to deceive people to themselves deceive the gullible. Those who do the
latter will (most of them) believe it themselves, since they believe to be “chosen ones” – an especially effective trick of deception (and it can also be good business). There much karma will arise...
Implants and manipulation
Here is a quite disturbing report about how Kryon may set an energetic implant in people that
markedly changes their behavior! This may also happen with other “Channelers.” Here is a similar
report about Ashtar &Co.
Competition efforts?
I again came across something remarkable: A channeled entity criticizes his “colleague” Kryon (the
link is in German). So what are we getting at now? This entity calls himself Metatron and says that
“Kryon is not an angel.” The name would come from “cry on”... This entity also warns about the
another one, who he claims to be fake and abuse his name, calling himself Melek Metatron, and then
as well about Ashtar Sheran and Sananda. With the latter I, however, agree quite a bit...
But now it really becomes too much! On one channeling site, all of them come through together:
Melek Metatron: Drops of Blessing; Energy Transmissions from Angel Chamuel, Lady Nada,
Seraphis Bey, Jesus, Ashtar Sheran. That channeling, however, does not warn about anyone ... yet
Melek Metatron is according to the information above supposed to be one, who deceivingly
claims to be the “real Metatron”. Whoever that one may be... Is there even a competition on that
entity level?
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How did I come to this Kryon stuff? A person contacted me and wrote a lot of weird and confused
things that I can in no way agree with. He referred to the “Kryon school” (and to a similar website,
that is, however, in German). I suppose that I must now be careful so that I will not fall in the same
trap... and better stop stirring this soup before it poisons me. The above considerations shall, therefore, be enough and conclude this chapter, except for some general remarks to follow.
What are we now to think about channelings?
I do not intend to sweepingly condemn channeling. But it is obvious that there is a lot more chaff
than wheat here... Since I have only touched the subject, I so far found only two, where I have a
reasonably good feeling. These are the book Bringers of the Dawn by Barbara Marciniak (the full
text is found here) and also lectures and books by Sture Johansson, a Swede, who channels
“Ambres” (click “Engelska” to the left to have a short description in English).
As concerns Ambres, I know these channelings only from a video. There, however, much sensible
information is told. And this is a critical point! It has to be sensible; or who would otherwise listen?
In the case of Ambres, I found it really sensible, because it fits my spiritual worldview (and who has
a materialistic worldview is an outsider and cannot understand this, anyway). As concerns Marciniak, the book fits well to information about the origin of our humanity that in recent years have
surfaced, especially from Mesopotamian cuneiform texts 3,4,5. Sture Johansson has been criticized,
claiming that Ambres speaks in a Stockholm dialect... which is nonsense, because of the entity
would speak in whatever own language, no one would understand it! In the case of channelings –
the deceiving and the real ones – the information will come telepathically to the channeler and be
translated to the latter’s language in his brain.
So what, then, do they want, the deceiving ones? Here is a message from earlier “students” of another entity that calls itself Ramtha. It is about manipulation, brainwashing and mind control. For
what? As was mentioned above in relation to Hatonn (at the end of the text), it is a matter of leading
astray and also about sucking life energy from the devotees.
Maitreya
Another entity that one heard much more about in earlier decades is Maitreya, the one represented
by Benjamin Creme. He has allegedly stated that he would “soon” appear in public and speak to the
world in such a way that everyone would understand him in the own language. We have been waiting in vain for that so many years now that no one will expect it to happen, anymore, and one does
not hear much about him to day. Maitreya is the westernized version of his name, which – again – is
Sanskrit and means “benevolent”. The proper Sanskrit form is actually the nominative form
maitreyaḥ – ÎèqçÏ£. If this is written with Hebrew letters, one should mark the length of the e with
the letter aleph – e is always long in Sanskrit. Thus, we arrive at מיתראיה. When these letters are
evaluated according to the biblical numerology (gematria), they add up to 666… There are pictures
of this Maitreya, where he makes a remarkably negative impression (e.g., the right picture here).
It, however, must be added that Maitreya in Buddhism is a world teacher, who is awaited since ageold times and in the ancient texts gives a positive impression. But as we are in true Christianity
warned against false Christs and prophets (Matt 7:15, 24:11, 24:24, Mark 13:23, Luke 6:26) we
doubtlessly also to are be warned about false Maitreyas!
Why are many names in Sanskrit?
Here we can only guess. One reason could be that the extraterrestrials and entities we are dealing
with here have played a major role in the earliest period of the Indian culture. Another could be that
they are more or less known from Blavatsky’s Theosophy that was channeled through her from an
entity called Djwal Khul, said to be (or have been) a Tibetan in Northern India, whose “teachings”
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are, however, to a major extent related to Hinduism. Blavatsky’s writings contain lots of Sanskrit
words. Still another could be that the Indian tradition and concepts are so popular and well spread in
to-day’s esotericism and the New Age, which are mixtures of both positive and rather obscure ideas.
Therefore, the use of Sanskrit may be motivated by the appeal that such words and names have in
certain circles.
I personally cannot see Hinduism and the Indian culture as something inherently negative, but as a
tradition with many positive aspects. I cannot see a real conflict between it and the original Christianity of the Gnostic Christians that is based on Jesus’ teachings (the later “Churchianity” is a fake
Christianity).
Yet it is quite obvious that some of the Indian gurus – of the ones who are internationally known
and have become famous – use negative energies and suck life energies from devotees, cooperating
with asuras and other negative entities (some even use black magic). They use these life energies
for their manipulative power and for “miracles” like materializations. This does not mean that they
are all negative, but the good ones have no interest in fame and worldwide popularity. You find
them only by luck and spiritual guidance.
And what about still higher entities?
I regard it as impossible that Christ, or also the real Jesus, would let himself down to such a channeling circus. And if an entity claims to be the archangel Michael, it will rather be a lower entity
that poses as him.
It will rather be a part of a game that attempts to catch souls for a specific and not very bright realm.
How can one discover a false entity at channeling?
The best method is as follows. One asks (this is my formulation): “are you coming in the name of
Christ? In the name of the real Christ and not the fake Christ of the Church?” If the answer is a clear
“Yes”, I would accept the contact. Otherwise, the answer is often not “No”, but the entity evades
and asks, e.g.: “Why do you ask that?” To me that would be a disguised “No!.”
Who is not a Christian could instead ask something like: “…in the name of the love (or the light) of
the highest God?”
Very suspicious!
Why do they all support Obama, who is doing his best to destroy America and the whole Earth?
Who seems to be leading us into a nuclear 3rd world war? Who seems to seek massive a depopulation of our planet? Who seems to work for, or be manipulated by, those reptilian negative extraterrestrials who want to take over our planet? Who seems to have support from Satanists? When these
entities support Obama, it looks very much as if they serve the interests of these reptilians – or as if
they actually are such reptilians…
Cf. (just a few examples):
Ashtar on President Obama’s State of the Union Speech, 2-12-13
Does President Obama Lie?
Sananda/Jesus Chapter Fifteen
Message from Sananda through Elizabeth Trutwin, May 29, 2013
(quote: “The Sirian Commander, Barack Obama, a fully adept Galactic from Andromeda Galaxy”!!!! Who on Earth – and in all space… – can believe such a NONSENSE???)
Conclusion
After considering all these things, I consider Ashtar &Co to be agents, who with sweet words and
deception want as far as they can to prepare the Earth population with a honeypot for a coming
event, so that it will with open arms receive its enslavers when they come. When the Earth humans
then realize that they are stuck in a trap, it will be too late…
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A new Earth
What is going to happen to our humanity? This Earth is going down the drain and becoming a hell
with growing dictatorial and totalitarian control of the individuals, who are dumbed down and
slowly zombified by mind manipulation, chemical substances, GMO food, artificial viruses and
medical tricks like “adjuvants” in vaccines. We participate in the destruction of nature and in mass
torture of animals for our greed for meat. Our space for living is becoming reduced as outlined in
Agenda 21 (cf. Obama Has Begun to Systematically Depopulate and Deindustrialize the Suburbs)
and through radioactive pollution – the whole Pacific with its Islands and coastal areas is now dying,
and the life in the ocean waters is already almost dead (Fukushima).
The separation has begun! A New Earth is forming in another dimension and many of us will go
there, rather as souls after leaving our present 3-dimensional bodies, than as physical beings – if we
are sufficiently developed spiritually and manage to live in love and non-cooperation with the negative forces. That one is an Earth that has all the beauty that this one is loosing, where people live in
peace, freedom and the love that the real Christ (the one of the Church is fake) taught us through his
messenger called Jesus (the real one, again the one of the Church is fake). The Earth we now live on
will be a real hell and a morass of devastation with ruins and vast areas poisoned by radioactivity,
trash and chemicals. It is then certainly fit for the karma of all those who are now participating (directly or passively as acts of omission) in the materially and spiritually devastating actions going on
through politics, business, globalizations and the New World Order. If there was no real hell before,
there will be one here – especially designed for them. The negative entities and reptilians will want
us to reincarnate in that mess, since they want us there as their slaves, even though in numbers that
more easily controlled. They seem to be immune to radioactivity and all the mess that is accumulating here. This raises the question if such deceivers as Ashtar &Co may have a plan to prevent that
many of us go to the New Earth through abduction to somewhere else, from where they are later
brought back here by controllable numbers or forced to reincarnate here anew. This Earth is already
under satanic control (cf. Satanic ‘black massʼ gets green light from U.S. city), but the New Earth
will be in the Christ energy. Christians are awaiting the return of Christ and a new messenger from
him here, but they are deceived by the Church. Those who find their ways to a true Christianity will
not experience the return of Christ here, but instead go into his realms on the New Earth. He is waiting for them there, whereas most self-alleged Christians believe to be waiting for him here.
Preparing invasion?
Remember the TV Series “V (Visitors)” in the remake of 2009?
In the story, the “Visitors” work visibly to trick, deceive and trap the humans. Aliens come to prepare us for their takeover with sweet speech, offers of help, aid and technology and promise a
peaceful future with them. They infiltrate humanity and offer to vaccinate (!) us to boost our health
and immunity to diseases. But their plan is to enslave humanity and feed on our flesh and energies.
This, of course, differs in details from the sweet speech of Ashtar &Co, but has a striking analogy in
its at first glance positive approach to us, behind which an evil and sinister plan is hidden. The “ashtarian” scam reminds in sense and feelings of the science-fiction TV series. They do it in a hidden
way via channelings through persons, who are manipulated to believe that they are something special and chosen for the task. This is an evil but effective trap. They do not know that they are becoming the quislings of an invasion and are getting a reptilian tail attached.
ADDITION
A very recommendable and extensive text:

HIDDEN MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE
by Virginia Patrick
http://jimmyprophet.wordpress.com/2012/10/24/hidden-masters-of-the-universe-by-virginia-patrick/

